
Business Helping Business Achieve
Environmental Sustainability Excellence

Washington, DC - The Global Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI) has announced the call for 2014
award nominations for the 2014 GEMI Solution Excellence Award for members and for nonmembers.

GEMI's Chair Lori Williams, FedEx, stated, "I am pleased to issue the
call for nominations for the 2014 GEMI Solution Excellence Award. 
This award is presented annually to any entity (e.g. companies,
non-governmental organizations, universities, etc.) that demonstrates
excellent environmental, social, and economic results through the
innovative use of one or more of GEMI's tools." 

2014 GEMI Award Application Form
 
Submissions will be evaluated by the GEMI award selection committee
based on the following criteria: innovative use / application of a GEMI
tool; organizational benefits (improved work process or productivity)
gained from GEMI tool use; and sustainability impact resulting from GEMI tool use in the following
categories: Environmental, Economic and Social. The use of the GEMI tool can be in any time period, and it
is not restricted to the current reporting year. GEMI understands that it may take time to understand the full
beneficial impact from the use of a tool. 
Applications must be submitted by September 5, 2014 to be considered for the 2014 award.

Completed applications should be sent no later than September 5, 2014 via email to
INFO@GEMI.ORG with the subject line "GEMI Excellence Award Nomination Application".

 
We recently asked GEMI's Executive Director Steve Hellem what he believes the value of
GEMI is to the organization's members. 

What do you think are the most important business-related
environmental sustainability opportunities or challenges facing
GEMI members and how is GEMI supporting its members efforts to
provide value to their companies?

I would say the overarching issue facing companies is working to define
and create solutions that will address the business of sustainability.
Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) and sustainability
professionals, like those from GEMI companies, have done a
remarkable job of improving the environment while also gaining new
insights into environmental sustainability and what that means for their
companies. In fact, I believe that EH&S and sustainability professionals



have done such a good job that in some organizations their work and success is being taken for granted
with the assumption that "they can always do more with less."   
There are ongoing challenges and opportunities relating to water and supply chain sustainability, just to
name a couple, as well as pressures being placed on companies who are increasingly operating in global
social networks of transparency and information. Corporate EH&S and sustainability professionals, now
more than ever,  need an action forum where companies from a cross section of business can  interact in a
"safe space", learn from each and work together to identify and then create leadership tools and information
that may be too big or expensive  to go it alone. That is what GEMI has been about since its creation by the
Business Roundtable in the early 1990s.

How does participation in GEMI provide a company business value to address those challenges that
you have identified?

GEMI has always prided itself on being a member-driven, global leader in developing insights and creating
environmental sustainability solutions for business to help business. The identification of value driven
discussions, tools and activities comes directly from the senior management and leaders of the GEMI
membership. GEMI's Board of Directors see and seek out the trends and realities of life in the EH&S and
environmental sustainability world and actively engage the membership to address these issues so they can
help lead their organizations in the way that is most appropriate for their companies.GEMI's library of more
than 30 publicly available solutions-based tools, including those focused on water sustainability and driving
sustainability through the supply chain, were all developed as a result of such insights and ways to meet
members' needs. 

Have you seen the growing interest in ratings and rankings
for environmental sustainability? What is your company doing
to stay relevant as expectations change?
 
GEMI can help your company find the right path to this,
and many other Sustainability questions.
Learn more about GEMI here

Eligibility: GEMI Membership is open to any business corporation that is committed
to fostering environmental sustainability and EHS excellence, and whose PRIMARY
focus is on addressing its own challenges or issues in this area, and not on
evaluating the activities of, or providing such consulting services to, others.

GEMI recently announced a new membership category to expand its relevance to smaller
companies who are looking for an affordable way to connect with critical concepts in the
pursuit of environmental sustainability. It's a perfect time to check it out and learn how easily
you can expand your depth of knowledge in sustainability issues.

For more information about GEMI, including have access
to our +30 FREE self-assessment environmental

sustainability tools via the GEMI Solution Tool Matrix and
please visit us at www.gemi.org

STAY CONNECTED to GEMI and @GEMInews
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